1. To reinforce letter sounds, play level 1 with this twist. Turn over the top card. If an uppercase letter is turned over, players race to call out a word beginning with that letter. The first player to call out a correct word collects the matching lowercase letter disc.

2. Add spelling to the mix! When all the letter discs have been collected, players use their letters to spell out as many words as possible. Players receive an additional 2 points for each 2-letter word, 3 points for a 3-letter word, and so on. Now, which player won?

3. For a quick game (and an activity for one player), lay out the letter discs letter-side down. Put the uppercase letter cards (letter cards only) in a pile, letter-side down. Turn over one uppercase letter card and see how quickly you can find the matching picture. Time yourself—how many matches can you make in three minutes?